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Bering Sea Gold

Every summer, as the glacial ice melts around Nome, Alaska, a handful of fortune seekers hunt for gold in the most unlikely of places: the bottom of the Bering Sea. Meet the salty and unique characters that dive to the frigid ocean floor, spending hours hunting gold from custom built, sometimes barely seaworthy rigs.
While words prove powerful, there are times when it simply comes down to tempers and bare knuckles. We highlight the ten best Deadliest Catch fights from all previous seasons, utilizing new interviews to dive deeper into what the conflicts were really about.

Deadliest Catch: After the Catch Series 3 - 7

Since the crewmembers spend most of their time aboard their respective boats pelting the unforgiving seas of Alaska, nothing but interesting tales and conversations surface when they’re together. Watch as the crew sits down with Mike Rowe and reminisce about the good, the bad and the bizarre.

Deadliest Catch: Behind the Scenes Series 3 - 8

Go behind the scenes to meet the men and women that make Deadliest Catch possible. Like the fishermen, the TV crew endures months of brutal cold, dangerous storms and the constant threat of being crushed by gear.

For some it’s a season of change. For others, a chance to make a name for themselves. Regardless, the perilous, icy waters of the Bering Sea and most dangerous job in the world stay the same. Rejoin our Emmy® Award Winning series and watch the drama unfold.
Whale Wars  Series 1 - 4

They’re back! The crew that polices our oceans – despite constant risk of losing life and limb. The group’s three month sojourn, across the Antarctic waters highlights both the controversial whaling trade and the tactics that the Sea Shepherd Society and its staff and volunteers use to attempt to cripple it.

Whale Wars: Viking Shores

The Faeroe Islanders annually slaughter 2,000 to 3,500 pilot whales during ceremonies that have been heralded as both a historical and cultural right of passage. Will the Sea Shepherd crew attempt to intervene at the risk of upsetting one culture’s 500-year-old tradition?

Gold Rush: Alaska  Series 1 - 2

Gold Rush highlights a group of down-on-their-luck men as they risk everything to strike it rich mining for gold in Alaska. Todd Hoffman leads the miners - now with one series under their belts - to finish what they started and strike rich during one of the worst economic turndowns in history.
Dirty Jobs Series 1 - 6

Dirty Jobs profiles the unsung laborers who make their living in the most unthinkable - yet vital - ways. Host and apprentice Mike Rowe introduces viewers to a hard working group of men and women who overcome fear, danger and sometimes stench to accomplish their daily tasks. Rowe assumes the duties of the jobs he’s profiling, working alongside the professionals: average folks tackling extraordinary tasks that simply must get done.

Flying Wild Alaska Series 1 - 2

In the wildest regions of Northern Alaska, the only way in and out is by bush plane. It’s a world of dangerous weather, harsh conditions and small communities bonded by native customs, whose very survival depends on air travel. Here, the Tweto family operates Alaska’s largest regional airline, Era Alaska.
Man vs. Wild
Series 1 - 6

73 x 60 mins

Bear Grylls is a seasoned adventurer who served with a Special Forces unit of the British army, where he trained as a survival expert. He has been to places and done things that would defeat most normal people. In each episode, Bear strands himself in popular adventure destinations and finds his way back to civilization, demonstrating local survival techniques.
Fourth-generation logger Bobby Goodson is one of the rare breeds of swamp loggers working murky, dangerous swamps in search of high-value timber. His family-owned operation employs nearly a dozen swamp veterans and together, they battle extreme conditions, overcome mechanical breakdowns, face personal health crises, and deal with the constant push to grow the business during a time of economic uncertainty.

Experts agree there are some very basic and universal rules for surviving in the wild - find shelter, water, food and help. Military-trained Dave Canterbury and naturalist, Cody Lundin take on some of the planet’s most unforgiving terrain to demonstrate, in their own way, how the right skills and some creative thinking can keep you alive.

Every spring, changing weather patterns create a recipe for catastrophe as air masses collide into each other with devastating force, producing deadly twisters. Meteorologist Reed Timmer, IMAX filmmaker Sean Casey and weather engineer Tim Samaras battle weather, and each other, to get images and data that could help decode the secrets of nature’s most intense storms.
Bravo November

Join Mike Brewer as he climbs onboard the Bravo November - the original identification code painted on a British Royal Air Force Boeing Chinook HC2. It was one of the original 30 aircraft ordered by the RAF in 1978 and has seen action in every major operation involving the RAF in the helicopter’s 25-year service life. Since 1982, it has served in the Falkland Islands, Lebanon, Germany, Northern Ireland, Kurdistan, Iraq and Afghanistan.

Secrets of the FBI

Take a behind-the-scenes look at the all-encompassing effort mounted by the FBI to keep safe the capital of the United States, Washington, D.C., particularly during the State of the Union Address. We reveal footage of actual bomb threats and response teams, detection / handling technology and robots, visualizations of potential bomb impacts on the DC metro area and in-depth interviews with some of the FBI’s highest-ranked agents.
On June 2nd, 2010, a popular, mild-mannered taxi driver embarked on a deadly three-hour shooting rampage. He killed 12 people, including his twin brother, and left many more injured in the quiet rural communities of West Cumbria. After armed police cornered him, he eventually turned the gun on himself. The carnage, which created 30 separate crime scenes across the county, shocked one of the most peaceful parts of Britain.

It was the worst killing spree in modern history. In 90 minutes of madness, 32-year-old Andrew Breivik killed over 90 teenagers. Take a peek into the thoughts of the killer who deemed his actions “atrocious but necessary.”
The Jesus Conspiracies

The Jesus Conspiracies is a gripping, unpredictable mini-series that follows our brilliant, conspiracy-obsessed host on a detective story around the world as he unearths concealed, controversial, and illuminating clues in an effort to piece together the real history of the man known as Jesus Christ.

Bunker People

How many people are buying into the Hollywood version of doomsday 2012? The answer is surprising. We follow a lucrative business that specializes in building one-of-a-kind bunkers for eccentric clients. These families believe they are preparing for the end of the world, as they know it. Find out how much time, effort and money is invested into this underground world and phenomenon.

Area 51: Revelations

Hear from the men who lived and worked in the encampment known as “Area 51” as they reveal never-before-heard hidden secrets. Forget everything you know. This is a story you won’t find in mainstream media.

Build It Bigger Series 5

Danny Forster is back to take one final swing around the globe to examine jaw-dropping and life-altering feats of engineering. The Harvard-trained professional architect brings viewers inside the planet’s most astounding and innovative engineering. From London’s Olympic Aquatic Stadium to the Sava River Bridge in Serbia, each project not only dramatically changes the city’s infrastructure, but also the lives of those who use them.
Curiosity

SCIENCE & ENGINEERING

Each 1 x 60 mins

(Except I, Caveman 2 x 60 mins)

- Can You Live Forever? with Adam Savage
  It’s the year 2967 and Adam Savage is 1000 years old. He reflects on his long life revealing how science created a supercharged cyber-human, allowing him to live forever.

- Did God Create the Universe? with Stephen Hawking
  We journey through human history - from Vikings facing down eclipses to modern cosmology, to explain how the universe was created without God.

- How Evil are You? with Eli Roth
  In a series of experiments, Eli Roth examines what causes people to perform evil acts, then the most daring test of all - could ordinary people perform acts of violence on strangers?

- How Will the World End? with Samuel L. Jackson
  The Mayans predict that time will end on December 21, 2012. But how likely is a global apocalypse from a scientific point of view? When, where and will it happen, if at all?

- I, Caveman with Morgan Spurlock
  Morgan Spurlock and nine ordinary men and women leave civilization behind and journey 20,000 years back in time. Their goal: to see if modern man can survive like our Stone Age ancestors.

- Life Before Birth with Courtney Cox
  Using cutting edge technology, we go inside the womb and follow the story from conception to birth, showing how the struggle for life turns into the miracle of birth.

- Parallel Universes: Are They Real? with Morgan Freeman
  As scientists unravel the possibility of parallel universes, an astounding reality emerges: these parallel worlds could determine the destiny of the entire universe.

- Science of Crucifixion
  Investigate the medical science behind the crucifixion, using cutting edge technology and leading experts to shed new light on one of history’s most influential events.

- When Robots Attack with Will.I.Am
  Join host Will.I.Am on a journey into the history of our future with a dramatized documentary exploring the direct aftermath of The Singularity theory.

- Why is Sex Fun? with Maggie Gyllenhaal
  With cutting edge science, Maggie Gyllenhaal hosts a revealing investigation on one of the most intense pleasures: the orgasm.

- World’s Dirtiest Man with Mike Rowe
  Mike Rowe (Dirty Jobs) becomes a human lab rat to learn firsthand to uncover the hidden world of creepy crawlies that live on the human body.

- What’s America Worth? with Donald Trump
  Donald Trump puts a dollar amount on everything in America - all the land, the resources under our feet, our homes, even the water we drink.

- What’s beneath America? with Martin Sheen
  How have earth’s ancient forces made America what it is today?
Meet the Elephant Man

Joseph Merrick was, for much of his lifetime, regarded as a freak due to his Proteus Syndrome. On the 120th anniversary of the film about his life, a team of experts is bringing Joseph back to life. By pairing realistic virtual work with photographs, measurements and first-hand accounts, we ask questions about the Elephant Man. How did he move? How did he speak? How did he die?

Olympic Park Machines with Jonny Smith

The Olympics are an opportunity for athletes from all over the world to gain fame and glory. Hosted by Jonny Smith (Industrial Junkie and Fifth Gear), make site visits and learn the back-stories of the men and machines that are working to put together the global stage that will be the 2012 London Olympics.

Zombie Apocalypse

What would you do in a Zombie Apocalypse? Hide? Fight? Run? Perhaps all three skills would come in handy. Find out how to survive and thrive when the unthinkable happens. Maxon Zorro, Joey and Chris are the ultimate characters on a quest to learn everything they possibly can to keep on rockin’ in a dead world.

Top Tens

With a new look and stories that interweave technology and history, join us for a deep dive into military ingenuity, entertainment and actuality. Travel the world to see military machines and technology in action and meet the brave soldiers who use these devices every day.
Trek Nation

Journey with Rod Roddenberry, the son of Star Trek creator Gene Roddenberry, as he explores his father’s legacy. Rod’s quest takes him boldly beyond the pointy ears and beneath the costumes to a deeper understanding of one of the most hugely successful sci-fi entities of all time. He discovers a world of philosophy, morality, and fandom inspired by his father’s creation while taking us behind the scenes of The Original Series, inside the first ever Star Trek convention and gives access to his father’s home movies of the 60s and 70s.

Discovery Channel Telescope Project

Peer behind the curtains as we look into the construction and science behind the $53 million facility that’s focusing on pushing the frontier of knowledge. A partnership between the Lowell Observatory and Discovery Communications, the Discovery Channel Telescope Project will bring the marvels of the cosmos to millions upon its completion.

Unchained Reaction

Unchained Reaction pits two teams of varying backgrounds against one another to build an elaborate Chain Reaction Contraption. But they’re not creating a mere string of dominoes - teams must utilize ingenuity, innovation and know-how to build contraptions on a massive scale. Adam Savage and Jamie Hyneman (MythBusters) serve as judges, along with a new guest judge every week.

Through the Wormhole

Academy Award® winning actor, Hollywood legend, and space enthusiast Morgan Freeman hosts and narrates this exploration of the greatest mysteries of the universe. Morgan considers new, exciting ideas about mysteries that mankind has struggled with, as he explores how new branches of science are pushing the boundaries of how we understand the universe.
Britain’s Toughest Cops

What is it like to be in the firing line when the order is given to ‘go, go, go!’ Meet the men and women at the sharp end of policing – they are the Operational Support Unit (OSU). Each of Britain’s 43 police forces has an OSU and they take the call when the football fans are kicking off, when a drug baron’s door needs smashing in, and when a cross-country pursuit needs an eye in the sky.

Fatal Encounters

Recount the fateful relationship between killer and victim as their paths intertwine. Chance meetings, random acts of violence, and mysterious encounters send ordinary people down a deadly collision course toward their own mortality. As an on-screen clock counts down the victim’s final hours, days, or even years, viewers track the decisions and actions that bring the victim closer to their killer’s fatal trap.

First Week In

We’ve all heard the stories about what happens the first few days or weeks of an inmate’s prison term. It isn’t pretty. Viewers will follow a new set of inmates each week as they enter and adjust to life in prison during their most critical first week behind bars. How they act, what they encounter and with whom they mix will determine what prison life will be like for the rest of their time behind bars.

Scorned: Crimes of Passion

Scorned: Crimes of Passion will explore sordid stories of betrayal, deception, and sexual intrigue that comprise a particularly salacious subset of murders: crimes of passion. Each hour-long episode will give viewers a voyeuristic peek into the lust and animalistic obsession that have fueled some of the more brutal acts of violence to grab front-page headlines across the globe.

Britain’s Toughest Cops

10 x 60 mins

Fatal Encounters

10 x 60 mins

Scorned: Crimes of Passion

20 x 60 mins

First Week In

6 x 60 mins

Scorned: Crimes of Passion will explore sordid stories of betrayal, deception, and sexual intrigue that comprise a particularly salacious subset of murders: crimes of passion. Each hour-long episode will give viewers a voyeuristic peek into the lust and animalistic obsession that have fueled some of the more brutal acts of violence to grab front-page headlines across the globe.

First Week In

6 x 60 mins

We’ve all heard the stories about what happens the first few days or weeks of an inmate’s prison term. It isn’t pretty. Viewers will follow a new set of inmates each week as they enter and adjust to life in prison during their most critical first week behind bars. How they act, what they encounter and with whom they mix will determine what prison life will be like for the rest of their time behind bars.

Scorned: Crimes of Passion

20 x 60 mins

Scorned: Crimes of Passion will explore sordid stories of betrayal, deception, and sexual intrigue that comprise a particularly salacious subset of murders: crimes of passion. Each hour-long episode will give viewers a voyeuristic peek into the lust and animalistic obsession that have fueled some of the more brutal acts of violence to grab front-page headlines across the globe.
Deadly Sins

**10 x 60 mins**

Lust. Gluttony. Greed. Sloth. Wrath. Envy. Pride. These are the true stories behind the seven deadly sins - the stories of everyday individuals pushed beyond the limits of the law. These chilling stories play out one at a time, navigating through the twists and turns of each case before solving the mystery and moving on to the next thrilling tale.

Killer Voice

**12 x 30 mins**

Many times a killer is portrayed through eyewitness testimonies, interviews with police and doctors and with those who knew the killer before they flipped. Now, we take viewers on a different approach – speaking to the killer directly. Will we uncover what makes them tick and what is responsible for their path of destruction?

Inside Death Row

**1 x 60 mins**

Death Row is a term used for the place where inmates await their execution. What is it like for these individuals as the clock counts down the last minutes of their lives? Glimpse inside the prison walls and witness the emotional journey unfold.
Seasonal POS Displays
American Chopper Series 1 - 6

161 x 60 mins

Paul Teutul Sr., Paul Jr., and Mikey of Orange County Choppers are the creators of the world's most outrageous custom motorcycles. Watch this family struggle to achieve the American dream. Observe the day-to-day drama of this volatile father and son team as they work together, break apart and ultimately go head to head with rival companies.
American Chopper: Senior vs. Junior: A Crew Divided

Get an inside look at what it takes to produce the American Chopper series after the split between Senior and Junior. Everyone from the Teutuls, the producers, and the crew speak about how things are different since the family schism through sit-down interviews.

American Chopper Live: The Build-Off *Plus 1 x 60 Winner Reveal

Will it be Senior, Junior or Jesse James who is crowned the winner of their ultimate three-way bike build-off? It’s in the hands of the fans as everyone has the chance to vote. Mike Catherwood hosts the reveal event that was held in front of a live audience at the Hard Rock Hotel in Las Vegas.

American Chopper: Top 10 Fights

Doors fly from hinges and windows are shattered as cast members recount the most heated moments over the past few years. The most memorable fights between father, sons and co-workers often begin with business but get personal.

American Chopper: Senior vs. Junior Series 7 - 8

It’s been a wild ride for the Teutuls, who are no strangers to family conflict. In the last series, the relationship exploded when Paul Senior fired Paul Junior from Orange County Choppers (OCC). Once partners, they are now fierce competitors at contending motorcycle shops. Paul Senior focusses on cutting-edge technology while Junior taps into OCC’s roots, building more traditional creations.

American Chopper: Mikey’s Moments

From Paul Junior Design’s first big unveil to bow fishing in Louisiana, Mikey recalls his favorite American Chopper memories. Relive the scary encounter between Junior and a lion in South Africa, as well as some touching family moments.

American Chopper: Greatest Pranks

Dummies come to life, spitballs fly and air horns blast in this behind-the-scenes special. Featured pranks include an air-gun war at OCC headquarters, scooter jousting and helicopter drops.

American Chopper: Top Ten Bikes

Senior and Junior reveal their all-time favorite bikes including OCC’s St. Jude Bike, Paul Junior Design’s first ever client build for Geico and a shared favorite between father and son.

American Chopper: Top 10 Fights

Doors fly from hinges and windows are shattered as cast members recount the most heated moments over the past few years. The most memorable fights between father, sons and co-workers often begin with business but get personal.
Cake Boss  Series 1 - 5

122 x 30 mins

Buddy Valastro and his crew at Carlo’s Bakery create some of the most creative and elaborate cakes ever seen. In the latest series of Cake Boss, expect even more fun and family fighting from Buddy and his team. Travel with him as he explores his Italian roots and celebrate the 100th anniversary of the bakery as both the cakes, and the clients, go over the top!

Specials also available:
Cake Boss: Dear Buddy 1 x 60 mins
Cake Boss: Family Secrets 1 x 60 mins
Cake Boss: Family Feast 1 x 60 mins

Cake Boss: Next Great Baker  Series 1 - 2

19.5 x 60 mins

There’s never a dull moment at Carlo’s Bakery and Buddy is ready to take another talented confectioner under his wing. In series 2 of Cake Boss: Next Great Baker, the frosting will fly as 13 lucky bakers get a shot to show Buddy their stuff, with one of them being voted the winner of the competition - taking home $100,000 and a chance to work with the ’Boss’. 
LIFESTYLE

Carfellas
NEW
12 x 30 mins

Meet Mike DeLucia, Mickey D for short, a reformed convict. While he has definitely made some mistakes throughout his life, he has paid the price and is now ready to make an honest buck - in the used car business. His two childhood friends, Tommie and Mario join Mikey, selling used cars, Long Island style.

Combat Cash
NEW
4 x 30 mins

Military hunter Bob Chatt and his picking partner Owen Thornton put their passion, wallets and reputations on the line in a never-ending pursuit of rare and desirable military artifacts. Each episode is jam-packed with combat collectables, ranging from tanks to rare GI Joe figures to Vietnam war-era helicopters. Follow alongside their life-long passion for all things military.

Hellriders
NEW
12 x 30 mins

While there’s talk that hell may not be on earth, we may have just found it on wheels. Follow the fastest growing outlaw motorcycle club in San Diego – the Laffing Devils – as they brace for battle in their ongoing turf wars with rival motorcycle gangs and their growing army of members.

Kitchen Boss
Series 1 - 2
TLC HD NEW
80 x 30 mins

Buddy Valastro loves baking – but he also loves cooking. In Kitchen Boss, Buddy takes viewers into his kitchen, where he shares his favorite family and Italian / Old World dishes. All of the presented dishes are culled from his personal favorites and old family recipes; they are easy to prepare, and are introduced with loads of tips to make a delicious dish.

Best in the Business
NEW
2 x 30 mins

Pitting farmer against farmer, fireman against fireman, florist against florist, Best in the Business is the ultimate battle of job-skill supremacy that celebrates the crème de la crème of the American workforce. Each episode showcases three average American jobs – turning the spotlight on the not-so-average people who take their profession to the next level.
LA Ink Series 1 - 4

Since its premiere in 2007, LA Ink fans have watched Kat Von D go from tattoo artist to entrepreneur with a new cosmetics line and a book on The New York Times best-seller list. As her profile and the pressure to succeed rises, Kat Von D and her core group of artists have established the shop as one of the foremost in LA.

Ted Nugent Project

Ted Nugent experiences America through the crosshairs of different guns, gun subcultures, and other explosive gun-related adventures. The format covers everything from militias, law enforcement, all things shooting, military sciences, and future weapons. There's no limit to the places he'll go and the things he'll do to fulfill his passion for firearms.
NY Ink Series 1 - 2

Ami’s struggles have paid off and the Wooster Street Social Club is the hottest tattoo shop in New York City. But, with more success come a bevy of new problems that he has never had to deal with before. Can Ami keep it all together and still find time to balance his work and family life? The series takes its second lap of celebrity clients, erupting tempers and unparalleled talent.

Wheeler Dealers Series 9

Veteran car dealer Mike Brewer and ace mechanic Edd China are back for series 9 of Wheeler Dealers. The duo will be searching far and wide in a quest to find iconic vehicles that can be transformed from rust buckets to dream machines… all to be sold for a healthy lump of cash.
Air Jaws 2012

Photographer, author, and shark expert Chris Fallows embarks on a quest to capture the one iconic shot that truly defines the great white shark. Picking up from where the smash-hit Ultimate Air Jaws leaves off, Fallow has only one goal in mind: to showcase the power and beauty of these predators through his photography. If that means risking his life for the ultimate close-up, then so be it!

Monsters Inside Me  Series 3

A young mother is expecting her second child when she suddenly is hit with a devastating infection that leaves her in a coma. An adventurous traveller returns home with a mysterious infection that’s devouring his face. Very different cases with one thing in common – they were caused by parasites – stealthy, cunning creatures that have taken up residence in their unsuspecting hosts.

Great White Island

Just beyond the Golden Gate bridge, yet still within the city limits of San Francisco, lies one of the wildest places on earth – The Devil’s Teeth. We follow five specific Great White Sharks that call the Farallon Islands home and learn about their stories of migration and local haunts.
Welcome to the wild sport of noodling! In Hillbilly Handfishin’, thrill-thirsty city slickers head to Oklahoma to submerge themselves in murky waters to catch catfish with their bare hands and feet. It’s a trip of a lifetime for these adventure seekers. Led by Oklahoma hand-fishermen and self-proclaimed hillbillies Skipper Blvins and Trent Jackson, city folk get a taste of this lifestyle by going through the paces of noodling catfish with no fishing rods and no hooks.
ANIMALS & NATURE

Wild Alaska

Alaska covers one fifth of the land area of the United States and boasts 17 of the 20 highest mountains in the US. As massive plots of wilderness have yet to be inhabited by mankind, the expansive Alaskan wildlife roams free and provides iconic images of the natural world.

Cats 101 Series 4

Follow our experts as they uncover the quirky and fascinating trivia of over 80 breeds of cats. With on-screen fun facts and a ‘by the numbers’ rundown of everyone’s favorite felines, Cats 101 highlight unique behavioral traits, genetic history and some of the world’s most famous four-legged characters.
ANIMALS & NATURE

Too Cute! Series 1
NEW EPISODES
8 x 60 mins
Follow the birth and first three months of a variety of puppy and kitten litters. Be warned. The footage packed into these episodes will undoubtedly have its viewers melting in their seats. Help us welcome some of the world's most innocent creatures into a life of what can hopefully only be filled with fun and smiles.

Must Love Cats Series 1
NEW EPISODES
6 x 60 mins
Must Love Cats is a celebration of fascinating felines and the even more peculiar people who love them. From felines that saved their owners' lives to swanky cat-only hotels, this series spans the realm of all things "cat." It offers a smorgasbord of amazing stories, jam-packed with interesting factoids and trivia bits.

America’s Cutest - Pet Series 3
NEW 1 x 60 mins
These are the video clips that cause ear-to-ear smiles. From the mini pig that plays the piano, to a cat that prefers the friendship of a dolphin! Today, we count down the most adorable animal videos to have ever graced the Internet.

Too Cute! Series 1
NEW EPISODES
8 x 60 mins
Follow the birth and first three months of a variety of puppy and kitten litters. Be warned. The footage packed into these episodes will undoubtedly have its viewers melting in their seats. Help us welcome some of the world's most innocent creatures into a life of what can hopefully only be filled with fun and smiles.

Pets 101 Series 1 - 2
NEW EPISODES
4 x 60 mins
The pet world isn’t just about cats and dogs. Millions of homes welcome a menagerie of furry, feathery, scaly critters in as pets. These new additions are a quirky mix of warm and fuzzy, chatty and elegant, inquisitive and cuddly. Some lounge around the house, some stay cool in the pool, still others spin the days away on the exercise wheel in their cage.

Dogs 101 Series 4
NEW EPISODES
PKG 4 x 60 mins
Which breed was JFK Junior’s best friend? Which spaniel is known for clearing counters? Find out the answers to these quirky questions and countless more in these new episodes of Dogs 101. The series not only celebrates man’s best friend but also provides an insight into exactly why some of them look the way they do and how exactly they came to be.

Pets 101 Series 1 - 2
NEW EPISODES
4 x 60 mins
The pet world isn’t just about cats and dogs. Millions of homes welcome a menagerie of furry, feathery, scaly critters in as pets. These new additions are a quirky mix of warm and fuzzy, chatty and elegant, inquisitive and cuddly. Some lounge around the house, some stay cool in the pool, still others spin the days away on the exercise wheel in their cage.

Must Love Cats Series 1
NEW EPISODES
6 x 60 mins
Must Love Cats is a celebration of fascinating felines and the even more peculiar people who love them. From felines that saved their owners’ lives to swanky cat-only hotels, this series spans the realm of all things “cat.” It offers a smorgasbord of amazing stories, jam-packed with interesting factoids and trivia bits.

America’s Cutest - Pet Series 3
NEW 1 x 60 mins
These are the video clips that cause ear-to-ear smiles. From the mini pig that plays the piano, to a cat that prefers the friendship of a dolphin! Today, we count down the most adorable animal videos to have ever graced the Internet.

Too Cute! Series 1
NEW EPISODES
8 x 60 mins
Follow the birth and first three months of a variety of puppy and kitten litters. Be warned. The footage packed into these episodes will undoubtedly have its viewers melting in their seats. Help us welcome some of the world's most innocent creatures into a life of what can hopefully only be filled with fun and smiles.

Pets 101 Series 1 - 2
NEW EPISODES
4 x 60 mins
The pet world isn’t just about cats and dogs. Millions of homes welcome a menagerie of furry, feathery, scaly critters in as pets. These new additions are a quirky mix of warm and fuzzy, chatty and elegant, inquisitive and cuddly. Some lounge around the house, some stay cool in the pool, still others spin the days away on the exercise wheel in their cage.

Dogs 101 Series 4
NEW EPISODES
PKG 4 x 60 mins
Which breed was JFK Junior’s best friend? Which spaniel is known for clearing counters? Find out the answers to these quirky questions and countless more in these new episodes of Dogs 101. The series not only celebrates man’s best friend but also provides an insight into exactly why some of them look the way they do and how exactly they came to be.

Pets 101 Series 1 - 2
NEW EPISODES
4 x 60 mins
The pet world isn’t just about cats and dogs. Millions of homes welcome a menagerie of furry, feathery, scaly critters in as pets. These new additions are a quirky mix of warm and fuzzy, chatty and elegant, inquisitive and cuddly. Some lounge around the house, some stay cool in the pool, still others spin the days away on the exercise wheel in their cage.

Dogs 101 Series 4
NEW EPISODES
PKG 4 x 60 mins
Which breed was JFK Junior’s best friend? Which spaniel is known for clearing counters? Find out the answers to these quirky questions and countless more in these new episodes of Dogs 101. The series not only celebrates man’s best friend but also provides an insight into exactly why some of them look the way they do and how exactly they came to be.

Pets 101 Series 1 - 2
NEW EPISODES
4 x 60 mins
The pet world isn’t just about cats and dogs. Millions of homes welcome a menagerie of furry, feathery, scaly critters in as pets. These new additions are a quirky mix of warm and fuzzy, chatty and elegant, inquisitive and cuddly. Some lounge around the house, some stay cool in the pool, still others spin the days away on the exercise wheel in their cage.
NextWorld
3 x 60 mins
We help illustrate a tomorrow where all of the revolutionary technologies currently under development like future homes and subway systems come to fruition and show the impacts that they would have on our everyday lives.

Speed of Life
3 x 60 mins
The hidden majesty of nature will be revealed by using modern technology to manipulate time, light and size to analyze things that the naked eye would never even notice.

PopSci’s Future Of...
10 x 60 mins
Host Baratunde Thurston provides us with a glimpse into the future and demonstrates how the technological breakthroughs of today are destined to reshape our lives tomorrow.

Last Shuttle: Our Journey
1 x 60 mins
For nearly 30 years, the Columbia, Endeavor, Atlantis and Discovery shuttles have played a vital role in every American mission to space. The NASA space program will soon finalize its transition from humans orbiting Earth to humans exploring our solar system. The world says farewell to the shuttles that kept Hubble alive and took mankind to the stars.

Sci Fi Science
12 x 30 mins
Internationally renowned physicist and co-founder of the string field theory Dr. Michio Kaku creates working designs such as star fighter ships and black hole travel for a not-so-distant future.

Doing Da Vinci
10 x 60 mins
A team of four builders and engineers take on one of history’s greatest minds as they try to build Leonardo Da Vinci’s never-before-constructed inventions using his designs and materials available in his own time.
How the Universe Works
Narrated by Mike Rowe (of Dirty Jobs), we investigate the nuts and bolts of our cosmos, exploring a range of fascinating celestial phenomena and how they came to be the way they are.

Extreme Engineering
Series 1 - 2
19 x 60 mins
Discover the feats and talented people behind the mind-boggling structures that stretch the limits of engineering to the extreme.

How Do They Do It?
Series 3 - 7
60 x 30 mins
Go behind the scenes to learn how many of the objects which make up the modern world are often the product of the most extraordinary, highly scientific engineering processes.

Monsters Resurrected
6 x 60 mins
Brought back to life using fossils and modern technology, scientists reveal how six now extinct creatures functioned and behaved, what they looked like, how they fought, what they ate... and what ate them.

Extreme Machines
15 x 60 mins
Each program looks at one mechanical invention - focusing on how each machine works, what different types of machines have been developed, and what purpose they serve.

Worst-Case Scenario
12 x 30 mins
Survival expert and Man vs. Wild host Bear Grylls puts himself in potentially life-threatening situations to show the how-to, hands-on, step-by-step instructions on everything you may need to know when faced with a Worst-Case Scenario.

Concorde: The Final Flight
1 x 60 mins
Aboard one of the Concorde’s final flights, experience the thrill of supersonic travel and find out why this was the ultimate flying adventure.

Prehistoric
6 x 60 mins
Prehistoric takes you on a backwards timeline to see what stood, lived, fought and died in our very backyards hundreds, thousands, even millions of years ago.

One Way Out
13 x 30 mins
Engineer Terry Stroud builds bizarre escapes to test professional escape artist Jonathan Goodwin as he is forced to learn the techniques that will be necessary to get out of being tied, locked and bound under extreme circumstances.
The Animals’ Guide to Survival

7 x 60 mins

For tens of thousands of years, animals have adapted to life in their natural habitats. But now their survival skills are being tested and the rules are being rewritten as the climates are changing faster than ever before.

Baby Panda’s First Year

1 x 60 mins

At the Giant Panda Habitat at the Smithsonian National Zoo, follow the first year of baby Tai Shan’s life as we witness everything from the cub’s first steps, his first swim in the panda house pool and how he learns how to climb up trees.

A Panda is Born

1 x 60 mins

A Panda is Born follows the Smithsonian Zoo staff as they endure three nail-biting, unsuccessful seasons of panda mating for the National Zoo’s female, Mei Xiang, and her mate, Tian Tian, culminating in the gripping event of an actual panda birth.

That’s My Baby Series 2 - 3

63 x 30 mins

That’s My Baby reveals a firsthand look at animal reproduction and the special bonds shared with their human companions and caregivers.

Growing Up…

10 x 60 mins

Through the eyes of human caregivers, take an intimate exploration through the extraordinary first year in the life of some of the most beloved exotic animals.

Ultimate Guide

9 x 60 mins

Find out everything you have ever wanted to know about bears, big cats, crocodiles, elephants, horses, octopi, snakes, the T-Rex and whales as we break down all the details about each animal.

Going Ape Series 1 - 2

12 x 60 mins

We introduce the story of the 87 primates that have been orphaned by the bush meat trade in the West African country of Cameroon and the passionate individuals who have dedicated their lives to saving these intelligent beasts.

Kingdom of the Elephants

1 x 60 mins

Kingdom of the Elephants is an intimate modern tale as told by a Thai father to his daughter about how elephants and their keepers helped shape a kingdom, defended a nation and become Siam’s most sacred animal.

Untamed & Uncut Series 1 - 2

46 x 60 mins

From heart-stopping attacks to heart-warming true stories, meet the people whose lives have been changed by a momentary encounter with an animal… and who have the video to prove it!
A Stable Life
13 x 30 mins
From riding lessons to stallion training and top level competitions, this series gives you a fascinating insight into the world of UK show jumping and dressage through the eyes of the young owners of Caldecote Farm stables, Ed and Nadia Brook.

Orca: Killers I Have Known
1 x 60 mins
Through a special bond with one particular orca named “Digit”, researcher Ingrid Visser creates an intimate portrait of the species by studying their migration patterns around New Zealand, their predatory techniques and other characteristics unique to the population of the cunning killers.

Polar Bears Uncovered
1 x 60 mins
Explore the story of the polar bear from the cub’s perspective and the challenges it faces growing up in the North Pole.

A Stable Life

Tiger’s Attack
1 x 120 mins
The roar is the tiger’s secret weapon. Scientist Elizabeth von Muggenthaler and her team are working in the cutting edge of bio-acoustics, exploring the notion that the growl is so low that we do not hear it but feel it. Putting the latest theories to the test, these scientists endeavor to solve the mystery of the tiger’s roar once and for all.

Austin Stevens’ Most Striking Moments
1 x 120 mins
Herpetologist and adventurer Austin Stevens treks his way through impenetrable rainforest, crosses perilous rapids, and weathers the searing heat of the harshest deserts all in his quest to find and photograph some of the world’s most dangerous animals.

Austin Stevens: Snakemaster
12 x 60 mins
Whether he’s busy dodging the lightening-fast strikes of giant cannibalistic lizards or escaping the lethal coils of man-eating pythons, there’s not much Austin Stevens won’t do to capture the perfect image of these deadly beasts.

Killer Whales
1 x 60 mins
New research looks at the mastermind beneath the waves, including new evidence that Orcas are evolving right before our eyes. It’s time to meet the ocean’s greatest predator.

Lion Feeding Frenzy
1 x 60 mins
Host Chris Douglas heads out on the African plains to locate and study the majestic lion. Through a series of controlled experiments, Chris and lion expert Scott Lope set out to learn and observe various behaviors of the lions and how they relate to the lion’s predatory instincts.

Dolphin Days
8 x 30 mins
Get to know the rescued dolphins and their distinct personalities, endearing habits, and likes and dislikes, through the ongoing work of two dolphin tracker teams in the Florida Keys.
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Into the Unknown with Josh Bernstein

Travel with Josh, a global explorer and educator, across oceans, continents and time zones in a quest fueled by his voracious appetite for knowledge and a strong desire to do whatever it takes to explore the world's hidden treasures, mysteries and natural wonders.

James Cracknell:

Olympian James Cracknell is surrendering his body to science, becoming a living, breathing, competing experiment. A team of scientists will condition Cracknell’s body to perfection, as he takes on the grueling Marathon de Sables, known as the Toughest Race on Earth. And just months after surviving a near-fatal bicycle accident, James Cracknell takes to his bike again to test the limits of human survival in a race that only a handful of endurance athletes in the world have ever attempted - the Yukon Arctic Ultra in Coldest Race on Earth.

Living with the Mek Tribe

Olly Steeds and Mark Anstice venture into unchartered territory in the highlands of West Papua to discover the secrets of the Mek people, an ancient mountain tribe that has survived for thousands of years in one of the most beautiful but hostile environments on earth.

Jeff Corwin Experience

Series 1 - 3

Go wild - Jeff Corwin style - as he explores, educates, endears and entertains animals and humans alike to find the world’s most beautiful and exotic creatures.

Man vs. Fish with Matt Watson

New Zealander Matt Watson is out to conquer the biggest, most dangerous beasts of the deep as he tests the mako shark’s intelligence, aggression and speed, wrestles giant river-monsters bare handed in catfish combat, tags tiger sharks, catches a marlin and chases after large tuna.
Everest: Beyond the Limit
Series 1 - 2
Join in on the grueling efforts of a team of climbers as they attempt to fulfill their dreams by reaching the summit of Mount Everest.

Out of the Wild:
Venezuela HD 8 x 60 mins
The Alaska Experiment HD 8 x 60 mins
Nine ordinary people are flown in, dropped off and abandoned in remote corners of Venezuela and Alaska and the group has to traverse uncharted terrain back to civilization with only the most basic supplies at its disposal.

Treasure Quest
11 x 60 mins
Odyssey Marine Exploration, a world leader in private deep-water exploration and recovery, is gearing up to find and recover two of the greatest shipwreck treasures ever lost at sea with a value well in excess of a billion dollars.

Toughest Race on Earth: Iditarod
6 x 60 mins
The grueling two-week, 1,151 mile dog sled adventure isn’t just a race, it’s a historical challenge that pits teams of man and animal against nature as they come face to face with the savage Alaskan wilderness.

Treasure Hunters
13 x 30 mins
Each episode of Treasure Hunters follows modern day treasure seekers as they dive, hike, climb and chase after legendary treasures whose promise of wealth drives them to all kind of foreign, scary and even confusing destinations.

Survivorman Series 2 - 3
13 x 60 mins
In each episode of Survivorman, we follow survival expert Les Stroud as he spends seven days alone without food, water or equipment in the coldest, hottest and wettest locations imaginable.
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